


Dear Editor: 

that we "cannot 

the very basis of the St. 

I agree 

become a 

2 

the belief that the 

recap1turied" smacks 

.,..,,,.,,,..,1-hr Senior Prank has 

former self. 

oh-

'89. For those readers who were not 

the based around the 

concept of a hostile takeover of St. John's 

by corporate raiders. Seminars were inter-

two yuppies in suits bearing cop

ies of the prospectus of the company. Stu-

were then taken to FSK 

to witness the 'Board Meeting' which in

cluded scenes of watering down the read-

controversial 
.,...,,..,.h,""'< the last time the Senior 

Prank was used for the kind of commen-

tary it was to the final 

w<1rr1m2" from the Seniors the 

the underclassmen and the 

you are of age), smoke (assuming 

you are and relax you 

still have some Prozac 

Mr. Verdi's letter seems to imply that the 

decline of the Prank tradition is the fault of 

students. well be 

censured for a certain "lack of vision" re

,..-----,.., their noble purpose in this 

it must be admitted that the main contribu

downfall of Prank has been the 

inc:re;asiJJ.g.numt,er of administrative restric

upon it. Much of the mystery 

Mr. Verdi laments the fact that the an-

~A'-•1-'~'U'-'A> of Prank seminars, yet 

that seems more a attend-

ees than the institution of Prank. In 

the late 80's we too would an1cic1pa1ce 

and any noise outside the classroom would 

make our hearts jump like those of 8-year

olds on Christmas Eve, but we would never 

have let that interfere with our class 

mance. If classes these days are being af

'Prank Fever' 

need to be reminded of proper class 

however, is 

res:poins:tb1Jl1ty of the class tutor and not 

committee. As far as the sacri

fice of a seminar goes, you must be 
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aware that the Administration has restricted 

Prank to taking place at 9:30 pm or later, 

and itself monitors which seminars will be 

disturbed. The Seniors are left with a very 

small window of possible dates and they 

must inform the Administration well in ad

vance of their choice. Offices here being as 

as sieves with info of this sort (and 

some tutors bent on destroy

ing the ambiance), Prank ends up being the 

cm:nnus· most open secret. So Mr. Verdi's 

001ec:no1n about fades away and 

to the rambunctiousness of un

controlled The loss of a seminar be

comes the loss of only 1 I 2 hour for under

classmen and of one seminar for the Seniors. 

Neither loss seems extreme to me. 

As for the messages we send to the guests 

to campus and the this 

never used to be a frankly; 

we never cared what 

us. Time was when we paraded through 

their with togas and torches. Have we 

become so desirous of their regard that we 

must cater to their whims and mo

res? so, we as well scrap the pro

gram and become an extension campus of 

Anne Arundel cc~m1mu.nity '-•VAA.'-j:;,''"'• 

Mr. Verdi's ob1ectlon 

ne(:es:;itv of Prank still holds water, however, 

the 

senior class cannot take it upon itself to re

turn to the former glory of a Prank that 

acted as our moral then Prank might 

well be but until the discussion of 

the proper use and meaning of Prank is 
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taken up the discussion of its demise is pre

So many of the old traditions 

have been swept by the wayside due to in

cursions upon our campus by the demands 

outsiders. Prank may be a relic, but it is 

one of the few we have left. I agree it is 

rejuvenanon, but if it can 

nri<:<:1hlv be saved it must be. 

In an sense, Prank 

showed the our core be-

liefs too strongly. If we hold them too tightly 

Dear Editor: 

suffocate them and be left 

joyless corpse. 

'90 

a 

respect to Messrs. Tuck and 

their letters in last week's 

showed a weakness common to our 

co:mrnu.rulty to warrant discussion: the in

at ourselves. This 1autgn.ter 

motivates 

self-examination. Mr. Verdi fears Senior 

because it "mocks all that we 

wonder, what else are we to 

those that we do hold dear? 

.Pa:rat>nr·asi.ng C.S. Lewis, no one finds us 

than our lovers. It is in what 

most dear that blemishes are most 

is often the step to cle:anng 

ishes. This should not be a idea to 

the of St. Cervantes and 

Swift mock those we hold most dear: 

books and the intellectual comrnunity. 

From we (or should 

to take ourselves too And while 

it may be difficult to argue that this year's 

Senior Prank will be of the caliber of 

Swift or Cervantes, let us not fear some 

1a11g!1ter, even at our own expense. 

The existence of Overheards in the Gad-

since their intent is not to ridicule, but to 

amuse. I would be quite surprised if, when 

Mr. Alexander a situation in 

which he is a Brazilian wife-beater, he did 

not realize the humor of what he was say-

as well as his seminar, 

apt)rec1a1te his wit. This 

to build the ~~·~~·"~""T 

narnic existence. We not to ridlict1le; 

we do not think that Mr. ·Alexander is stu-

the but because 

know his and the 

out absurdities in our I won-

der at Mr. Tuck's that this violates 

the "safe haven" of seminar. if 
purpose of seminar were to 

be1ngchallt~nj2:eaor corrected would 

at St. 

istence of derisive laut1rhter, 

we must all take great care that this is not 

our attitude to our fellows in this commu-

This is not, the nature of the 

laulghter we share at Senior Prank or at 

Overheards in the 

Lura Groen, '98 

serious edJltrnna1 

Statement on the school and 

Education. Let me mix this sweet with that 

sour. 

son. I 

it. The instrument of my self-realization: 

the Febbie Class. This sweet, 

to such a torrent of gossip anid S<)pJ11s1m 

me that I hardly know how to make it up to 

them. Moreover, I further realized that 

have also been mean to them to 

what's more. Take the other 

Letters continued on page 7 
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"Every art and every 

ery action and every intention is 

at some good. " 

James Carey; Dean of the Santa Fe cam

pus, began his annual Statement of Educa

tional Policy and Program with a passage 

from the St.John's charter which states that 

St. John's seeks "to develop the moral and 

intellectual powers of men." I have chosen 

to begin with a passage from a more philo

sophical work and ask, while reading Mr. 

Carey's statement and about the 

way things are at SJC, what is that good at 

which the college and her students should 

be 

Mr. Carey, in his statement, out 

that the has shown itself to be dedi

cated to the intellectual of the 

snich:~nts, but there is no consensus on if and 

how the college works for the moral devel

opment of her students. 

Mr. Carey begins by the ex-

tent to and ways which the school does 

provide behavioral guidelines. 

"One might say, then, that the College 

does have a moral center insofar as we are 

oooo:)ea to actions that the law of the land 

proscribes ... In this way, and in dissu:adin!! 

them from that have a del-

eterious effect on their we af-

ter them their moral pow-

ers. It is not 

Perh:aos it is all we can do." 

It is interesting that Mr. Carey states that 

these two concerns-preventing what is il
legal and harmful to studies-are concerns 

with the moral character of the students. 

The first is a concern with the law, and Mr. 

suggests that undera~~e ~~u.u~~u ... is 
discouraged not ........ .,........~.,....," b;ee<ms:e 

as wrong, but "inasmuch as liability is an 

issue." second is a concern with the 

intellectual virtues, which do not seem to 

be the subject matter of his letter. 

It is also interesting that he cites two ex

amples of compulsion on the part of the 

school when looking for ways in which the 

4 the 

school students "develop their moral 

powers." My understanding, which may be 

distorted by too much Aristotle (if there is 

such a thing), is that moral development 

happens when one has a choice between 

right and wrong free of outside compulsion. 

Mr. Carey mentions repeatedly that "one 

reason that the College does not have a firm 

moral center is that it does not have a reli

gious center." He goes on to say that St. 

John's College "plainly cannot have a reli

gious center and still be St.John's College," 

because "religious piety and liberal educa

tion have ... little to do with each other." 

Although he agrees that any sort of 

dogma is antithetical to the entire founda

tion of the program and any liberal educa

tion, he seems to indicate in his statement 

that there must be something which some

one can do to assist the moral development 

of the students .. 

Much discussion ensued when members 

of the SCI and the D.C. received copies of 

Mr. Carey's statement. Three main ques

tions were asked and addressed at an SCI 

me:enn12:two weeks ago and at a of 

these groups with the Board of Visitors and 

Governors on Friday. First, should a liberal 

arts school, especially St. expect 

moral on the part of the stu

dents? Second, what can be done by whom 

to aid this is there a 

lack of moral development at the College? 

The first question gets at the heart of 

what I asked at the beginning of this article, 

namely: what is the good of a St. John's edu

cation? It is said that it will neither get you 

a good job nor admission into a good gradu

ate school. and dialectical skill 

are not as marketable as one might hope, I 

am told. Perhaps the Books, and the way 

to which we are habituated to talk about 

them, do something to help us live better. 

Neither Plato nor Aristotle lays out ex-

codes for moral behavior, other than 

urgings towards moderation, and accepting 

any sort of moral code would be contrary 

to the entire spirit of the College. However, 

Socrates stresses the importance of living 

"with an eye to what is best." What Mr. 
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Carey may be suggesting is that the 

has a moral problem if students are not ask

ing themselves what is best. If students are 

not asking the same questions out of class 

about themselves that they are asking in 

class about Socrates, the magnanimous man 

or Orestes, then they are missing what may 

be the most important part of the program. 

If students come here to develop intellectu

ally but not morally, they are not letting the 

books affect the way they live, and, it seems, 

they are wasti.r ; their time. 

Whose responsibility is it, though, to 

foster the moral character of SJC students? 

Mr. Carey's suggestion is that "exhortation 

to virtue coming from the faculty as a 

whole" be the way to foster such 

One wonders what form this ex

hortation would take, though. Mr. Carey 

did not offer an answer to this, and most 

students were at a loss as to how the faculty 

could effectively do so. 

It is not easy to answer whether or not 

there is a lack of moral development at St. 

John's, but at Friday's meeting, a majority 

of students answered no. to 

the fact that there is minimal vandalism and 

general respect for others. Some students 

disagreed, and Mr. Carey also cites moral 

nr•nhl'PT'l"H when he mentions drink

and recreational sex, including such 

sexual intercourse at 

drunken parties." The feeling of many An-

students is that such problems are 

prilm:a.nlly at the Santa Fe campus and 

not here. 

Mr. Carey ends his statement by propos

two options. The first is that the school 

cease making claims, as it does in the char

ter, to developing the moral character of 
students. The second is that the College 

"proceed to undertake a sustained and con

centrated study" of how the College can 
better provide moral guidance. The course 

of action which many students at Annapo

lis seem to propose is to do neither, and look 
at the fact that the school already does 

to develop moral character. 

Copies of Dean Carey's letter ate available from 
the Delegate Council or the SCI. 

re1:e1ve!l, not ago, 

Statement of Educational 

gram. I .1.v••H~• iu 

timent behind some of 

the substance in most of it. 

Dean Carey recalls that our 

2:0'\lerrurl,e document of the 

developm!:'.nt of "the moral and intel

-~-~-~.~ of students. He worries that 

train students ___ ·-_··--,. 1-ir.·r ~•rh11 .. 

he says, the school has "an mtew=cDua1 

ter" around the idea that 

sible", we have no coml)ar·ao1e 

to maintain illusions about the ennoblin2: 

effects of liberal education, or to off 

lives of the stu-

dents as none of their business." 

and I believe Dean 

Carey allows himself to exaggerate 

them. That never means encourage 

for then the mistake becomes evil. I can also 

see others do deliberate harm to themselves 

and others. This is and 

part of life. We do 

to stop it, and a for others means 

that we will dare very much indeed for the 

a of arbitrariness 

vail-we have no need to discourse on the 

matter. We have better 

and we have better 

about about that. 
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to do than to talk 
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Last Tuesday; Red Cross volunteers in 

FSK lobby collected 3 7 units of blood from 

students, tutors and staff members. This 

was almost twice the number of the 

Red Cross expected to be donated, 19. More 

than 3 7 people participated on Tuesday, but 

some would-be donors were rejected due 

to illness or low iron levels. 

A blood drive is usually held twice dur

ing the academic year; the drive scheduled 

last October was cancelled due to lack of 

donors. After an informal survey of the 

community, the on-campus nurses and jun-

Marc Reiner, '99 

On Monday April 14, the Food Commit-

tee held a Mr. Mr. 

Pickens, Mrs. and several students 

met with John Gallagher, Marriott Food 

Service Director, to discuss the current din

ing situation for students. 

Students discussed their concerns about 

the taste of the food, as well as health con

cerns. However, it was also noted that 

Marriott has made some improvements in 

the recent past. 

The main item on the was 

whether or not Marriott should post a nu

tritional breakdown of their entrees. The 

nutritional breakdown would include a list-

stated that "several new vegetarian dishes 

are being introduced." Among the dishes 

is an eggplant-zucchini casserole which was 

on the dinner menu on Wednesday, 

16. These new dishes are an attempt to bet

ter cater to the needs of our campus herbi-

vores, feel 

slighted by Marriott's meat-filled entrees. 

Also of issue was the Choice 

juice machine. While the juices that flow 

from that machine are of interesting color 

(such as florescent blue), their nutritional 

value is questionable. Marriott is, nr.·nrp·upr 

looking to introduce a machine 

for the upcoming year. 

6 the 

al 1 • um ts 
ior Heather Miller, who coordinate 

the drive, decided to hold future drives on 

Tuesdays, in hopes of better attendence. 

Anyone over 17 and over a certain weight 

can donate blood six times a year, every 5 6 

days. Before anyone is allowed to donate, 

he must pass a routine but thorough screen

ing, including iron levels checks and rel

evant questions about medical history, re

cent travel and current health. 

Anyone interested in donating blood should con

tact the Health Center at x253 or the Red Cross 

at 1-800-GNE BLOOD (1-800-448-2566). 

riott will also treat us to some upcoming 

special dinners. They are planning on hav

ing a larger-than-usual special dinner. This 

dinner will not be limited to the usual single

line buffet with ticketed entrees at the end 

OH 'S 

RI 

8 
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ABIGAIL GIBBS 

Donna Jay of the Placement Office waits 
to donate blood. Ms. Jay's was one of 
the donated last Wednesday 
during the biannual drive. 

of the but would have various food 

stations, such as a meat carving station. As 

an added bonus, will provide us with a 

"cocktail hour" that offers sodas and cheese. 

Food Committee continued on page 24 
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n11pi;:·nrin in my mind as to 

want from a lecture review, or 

even want a lecture review at all. I 

suspect that my opinions about chaos 

are sought by none, but that an in

formative summation is desired by some 

who did not attend. Perhaps a mini Q and 

A paraphrasing our and my un

derst:arnlm.g of Mr. Kellert' s answers will be 

of some use. 

it is possible. 

direct quotes where 

does it enable us 

tries to us a 

tative of random behavior. 

It does not enable us to the exact 

location of a in a pressure 

but it enable us to describe what kind 

of behavior the system will manifest. This 

qual11tatllve aesc1J.ptlon often comes in the 

form of a fractal image, that is, an 

self similar and detailed. 

is a 

not a 

It is a zone around which 

co;1giua1:e in state space to form a 

attractor? 

Letters connnuea page3 

pointed out, .,..., .......... ~ ....... 

came from my home town, Greer, South 

Carolina. 'Dan' quite generously: "You 

come from Greer, and that should count for 

from Greer has norrun!:!: 

ability to count, you 

the rus·tim:tic'n 

"My coming 

A. No, "chaos does not a strange 

attractor, but a strange attractor does im

ply chaos." 

Q. What ramifications does chaos 

modern science, is it a to 

Newtonian physics and does it spell the end of 
our to outcomes? 

A. Chaos does not the end 

of predictability. "We have tiled the universe 

with clocks" (clocks are systems that are lin
ear) and chaos theory shows that you need 

more than one kind of tile to continue the 

job. There is, "no challenge to Newton's 

forces." "F=ma is the law of grav

ity is also but F=-mx is on its way out." 

F=-mx dictates a universe free and 

the existence of chaos undermines its essen-

quantum mechanics. "Chaos is more akin 

to calculus than to quantum me

chanics.'' "Chaos 

but statistics is a very oowe~rh11 

cal tool that has cn<mjl:ea 

universe. 

Q. Is chaos anti-reductionist? 

A. Yes, in that it does not seek to find 

th1:! rcmc101nl~r rr1mrm;g par1::ic1es in a pressure 

but rather it seeks to understand the 

pattern that the describe. 

On the other 

system 

universe, distill and filter it for noise, and 

I don't remember 

'Dan' made an attempt 

laulghter, and the rest of the table did the 

same. 

Now, this has been hot coals 

on my head for a while now. What 

I said was not but any

way. Worse, I went on, making unfunny 

joke after unfunny joke. I told an anecdote 

about a bad class I had one morning last 

the 

then we put it into the abstract mathemati

cal construct of state space to 

and uncover p1c:tu1res. 

wholes. 

Q. What are the vo1:eni:iaL 'l"r!0->111'11 rr1r·11111 

the term? Will chaos 

able us 

any outcome? 

A "On the one hand it's a method-

ological challenge; on the other hand it's 
same ____ ~ ______ _ 

any outcome: "Cha-

de1ter:m11ms·tic," but you 

lecture was excellent. He was rhrn'.'.>,,..,,,.. 

to1rmative, and effective in his pn:!sent2tttcm 

to with the sentiments 

did get the sense, ..... ,,~, ....... uuir 

too sensible. More than a few of us se

that Mr. Kellert would pro

nounce Newton dead or tell us how chaos 

can teach virtue. Mr. Kellert's even-tem

lecture put our restless souls to bed 

is the -----· ·-·---- School. 
no more. I invite 

you, nay, beseech, nay; you 

upbr:a1d me every time tell a 

gossip, or exaggerate. I want to 

be Derek The Nice Guy Who Does The 

Mail and Never Acts Like I want to 

ooze love onto everyone I meet. I want to 

hug you all. I love you guys. Y'all the best. 

Yay for you. 

You're special to me, 

8, 1997 



Pnxrastimttirt2: t<1xriavers ...,.,,,;"'""".;~their 

returns last Tuesday were met with a festi

val of sorts on the lawn of the A.11mtPC>lis 

branch of the United States Post Office. 
The"Tax Relief Celebration" was ,,.,,;i,,,·nr~•~r 

Sponsored by WANN 1190), the fes-

tivities included a Papa John's pizza give-a

way, a full-service disc jockey and a dunk

ing booth. The uv~u,Lau 

brick front of the post office had to com

pete of red, white 

and blue and a sign that advertised that the 

post office would be open until mi1dnight 

for last-minute filers. 

Inside, were a little less ="·~-.-.-~ 

The only visible reminder that today was 

not just a few balloons tied 

here and there and a sign that no 

tax forms were available at the post office. 

But the music outside was heard 

all customers and f'rrmlovjc>e:s 

within. Forms were sent and stamps were 

bought to the music of Aretha Franklin and 

Gloria Estefan, among others. 

When the music the deejay al-

ternated between m11kin2 ta]c-n~1a1ted 

to passing cars and making 

dunking booth. Two dollars 

shots, and the proceeds went to charity. The 

unfortunate man in the booth was r:u.Ju.1auv-

lis Postmaster Barry who, as a gov-

ernment official, the I.R.S. He 

was dressed in the colors of the American 

flag with a blue top and jokingly re

ferred to by the deejay as "Uncle Sam." 

Directly in front of the post in 

what at first sight appeared to be part 

of the celebration, an older man in a gray 

sweater stood by a sign that the 

defense spending of the United States ver-

8 the 

sus other nations. For dramatic en1pJi.as:is 

the American total, which would have 

stretched off the was continued with 

a ribbon which was 

After the 

COLBY COWHERD 

my mind with every additional detail I saw. 

This was ploy; and 

the radio station seized an oppor-

to get some The 

mock "Uncle Sam" was invited to "dunk 
in the drink" would get at the end of 

the and go home. The mild-mannered 

protester, too, would his belongings 
11.,11.,.,....,.i,,,.,,., Peace Action. The man smiled and return to his wife. 11"0 ~·,.-h.;,....,., was as it 

and drank from a bottle of Mountain Dew. 

my tax return and stumbled upon this eel-

B. Good" blasted down Main Street 

as I waited in line for a stamp was almost 

surreal. 

seen 

in front of the post office? 

Did no one else think this strange? 

When I returned to the my ver-

subsided. Two small children, oblivi

ous to the music, chased each other in and 

out of the shade of an tree. 
"'""'n·u·i-h;.,.,,,,. about the way we view 

government faded into the background of 

997 

Government, business and dissent were all 
pe;acetully oo-exis·t1m;:r u;r1th each other. Both 

the man with the sign and the loud 

man with the microphone seemed to be 
cnt1c1zm1g the government, but the one po· 

and the other and with 

ulterior motives. Even the crowd seemed 

less upset at paying their taxes than amused 

at the man dressed like Uncle Sam in the 
au:nKJlilg booth. Is this harmony between 

groups which should have wildly conflict· 

ing interests a wonder of our commercial 

Or is it, perhaps, the most 
frightening thing about it? My thoughts 

return to the sign. "Who's the enemy?" 

Perhaps even great questions go stale. 

T 

All you need to from 

rules of the game to 

definitions croquet talk 
A11meman.e Catania, '97 

"-''L•nc::!!.c Team ..... . 

Photos and stats on the 10 

Photos and stats. 



B. '84 

The editor of the 

write a few words and share some memo

ries of the croquet matches 
am honored to have the ,w,.,...,....,..,.,.,....;,,.."7 

By way of let me tell you 

that by an official act of the 1984 Student 

Polity, I have been 

Wicket Emeritus, following our dramatic 

victory at the 1984 match. (I one of 

our other balls the last wicket and 

into the stake to end the match. The Middie 

whose turn was next needed to hit the 

stake to win and he was about five feet away 

from it on the bo·uni1ary 

I need to correct one mistake that has 

appeared over the years: I was not the first 

ImLperiaJ Wicket. The Club was 

"' 1111;;111v chartered as the Lawn Tennis, Cro-

Club severalmembers 

the best of 

1'.J.J.v"'' 1cu,..,,c_ there was never any Lawn Ten

The founders 

sisters, Anne and Kate, were also 

involved and the Club has 

had a fair number of women members. 

I succeeded to the title to1lovv1n.2: 

Schiavo's in 1982 under the di-

vine of succession afforded to 

rial Wickets. Each Wicket has 

sor. 

I played in the first two matches 

the Naval in 1983 and 1984. 

the exception of 1992, I have come back ev

ery year for the matches. I don't think any 

of us who were involved in cn:atjlll£ 

thing had any idea how successful and how 

10 the 

s 
vv Armem.tme Catania, '97 

As you sit in the sun, eating, drinking and 

burrn.n2: on you may dis-

cuss the game of croquet. ''.Ah, yes, fabu

lous game. Skill, strategy ... yes, fabulous." 

Stroll from court to court, commenting on 

the matches. "Excellent play ... I say, good 

shot!" Dance, then return your attention 

to the games. "Great team we have this year. 

Ms. Catania is an excellent player, I hear." 

Perhaps you may take a seat on the lawn 

in order to eat. In the midst of this commu

picnic, your attention may turn to the 

game. in case this happens, you may 

be interested in the rules of croquet. 

Saturday's game will be traditional 

American nine-wicket croquet, essentially 

the rules of the United States 

Association. Each of the five 

matches will consist of versus 

two Middies. One team will with the 

red and and the other will use 

black and blue. The order of will fol-

low the colors on the stakes. 

of the game is to hit both balls 

of one team all the hit-

one stake in the middle of the game, 

and the other stake at the end. Ask a friend 

out the order of the if you 

can't tell what it is. The pattern zig-zags 

..... v .. •i::.u the center wickets and the wickets 

shot. 

I 
you may notice that some 

turns. We that 

more often for the 

Midshipmen, since we hope to allow them 

no other option than to set up for their 

wickets. A long turn is more advantageous. 

You may hear someone asking, "How 

has this Johnnie been playing this turn?" 

This question would indicate that the St. 

player has been using every oppor

for continuation quite successfully, 

and probably also means that the ·~··~···~~ 
player has run many wickets. You may find 

the desire to say; ''.A.fine tum," 

or "Excellent run." 

Two types of shots result in continua-

tion. One is a wicket 

a as the USCA calls pushing one's 

tn1:out12:h the metal This re-

in 

one's own ball may 

be more immediately beneficial, as this type 

of shot results in two continuation shots. 

Our friends from town may ask you 

about these two shots. As an articulate lib

eral arts student, you will provide them with 

the for these turns, which even 

the players do not bother to remember. The 

proper name for another ball is 

" (You may say, "She has roqueted 

his ball.") another the 
.,,..,.., 1r;,.,..,. 1~~ 11 bei::o:rnes 1..11..1<U\.cu. which means 

haooiens to it before it stops roll

ing is incidental, and does not count. Im

press your friends by telling them that it 

does not exist. The official USCA term for 

this is a ball in hand. The player places the 

ball in hand next to the roqueted ball and 

shoots. This is called the croquet shot. The 

second shot is called continuation. 

Continuation is not cumulative. This 

means that a ball which runs a wicket on a 

croquet shot does not receive that continu

ation in addition to the continuation gained 

by completion of the wicket shot. 

Scoring a wicket erases whatever effects 

the player may have incurred by hitting balls 

previous to going through it. Although hit

has the advantage of two continu-

I MIDDLE STAKE 

n 
n 

n n 

n 

n n 

n 

ation shots from it also means go-

dead on that ball. This means the ball 

struck cannot be hit before the strik-

ing ball goes another wicket. 

Lest the rules become too co:mt:>licati::d 

for your take a 

and observe the 

deadness board. This scoreboard of sorts 

keeps track of which balls have 

hit. Each ball has its own row with three 

spaces which indicate which ball it is dead 

on. At the beginning of the game, every 

ball is dead on every other ball for the first 

shot. Any contact between balls on this turn 

is incidental. After this shot, every ball be

comes live on every other ball. 

the course of a game, 

wicket restores liveness. The deadness 

board assists the memories of those enjoy-

too much of their drinks of choice. 

This much knowledge of croquet will 

suffice for following most of the game. The 

basic strategy is to advance one's own ball 

and one's partner's ball through as many 

wickets as possible while deten.ing the other 

team's balls as much as possible. You may 

hear the players politely referring to mess-

Rules continued on page 16 
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Biographies of 

KIT 

Senior Kit Linton is the 

rial Wicket of the Cr<)Ql:tet 1tea1m 

Manassas, is where he 

his hat. And what a hat it 

is! Kit manifests his obs es-

sion for the game in his ostenta

behavior on 

sombrero and 

when he feels a team member could use a encouragement. 

His team members don't mind. think Kit is a hoot. 

Kit 

nana-n11cKt~a this team, he says, "to create the 

personalities and that win us a game." He in-

sists that all team members be do what 

he calls 

fier and of the team. 

Decked out in an "Our God Is 

An Awesome God" 

Mr. Wood was heard to say, "We'll 

G.D. the commie bastards!" His award is for Reddest Back Hair. 

12 

afavor

you know, and I try to 

ANDREWS 

what would if Hardison had a 

them all around. I mean, 

class and I happened 

cf feel down." Hmmm. 

He lets his partner 

strate:gH~S for the most part, unless he feels Kit is "get-

oven:ea1011s--vou don't want the to feel 

held croquet 

Toenail. 

" ROGERS 

Kansas,thism11d-1iW1P'n1-v-~'orne· 

says that St. john's 

tive on a lot of 

ered about two years ago that 

is a great way to meet 

chicks. I mean, check it out!," 

he says as he gestures to the side 

of the court, "there are at least 

four hotties there! And 
more are coming!" He worries 

at times that his flirting gets in the way of the game, but "Man, you 
gotta have priorities." His strategy consists of "Khaki shorts and a 

white shirt with a tie; the babes love that fraternity-boy 

look." with his partner, Hardison, he makes no 
comment, except, "We keep our distance. He's bad for the itn~ 

age." Josh's award is for the Best Arm Hair. 

22, 1997 

PEASE 

wearin', sandal 

ae<:ordint>' to his partner, 

Sometimes seen on the 

court decked out in a mu-mu, 

Re 

Aaron says that the best way to ranee of fashion rai.:1x-1nas 

win is with love. "When you 

love your opponent, they 

feel it and then the love 

starts around the court 

and the force is strong, 

man. You transfer that force of love to the ball." When he's not 

cause you don't know it, but sometimes 

lovin'." We Aaron the award for Best Elbows. 

RE 

from New York 

Remi.ng1:on is the loose-cannon 

rookie of the croquet team. 

has been known to hurl his mal

at lnnooent bystanders and 

hurl himself at innocent mid

dies. Underneath the 

terior, h ..-:•'Ull•P'vt'r 

shows 

ner Drew. The Senior blush

says of his on-the-court 

love him. I 

taken her a record ten years to 

get the program be

cause of her insane love of cro

quet-"that game with the col

ored balls and little 

the St. 

team had been her dream since 

the first time she heard two balls 

to~~et11er. She refers to that 

first moment as her "rebirth." 

When asked about her strategy on the court, Annie mur-

muring and and forth. We could glean that she 

intends to ass." Annie feels that her with 

her partner, is yet he seems a bit intimidated 

her love of the game. We Annemarie the award for Best 

the 

sometimes a detriment to his 

"Sometimes, 

is an eyesore. How can I 

well under these conditions?" 

But underneath it Rich can't 

liking Aaron. We see him n~,-=~ . .,..;~~ 

of St. 

He claims the extra here 

has the mental

ity of anger and ag,iz;re:ss1cm 

needs to encourage a 'xnnn1na 

croquet mind-set." He was born 

from a "lucrative venture in 
ucvc•.d"<="'." His for the sport has grown to mania-

the at his house holds 

an exhibition entitled 

But the show tunes have to go." 

22, 
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GESSER 

IC 

the 

JUSTIN LONG 

MIDN. 1/C (CAPTAIN) 
• Hometown: Hcmolulu, HI 

• Major: English 

• First played croquet 4 years ago, when he 

caddied for his squad leader, who was then 

team of the croquet team. He 

for two years before becoming cap

tain of the team. 

Hometown: White MT 

croquet 1 year ago 

JON FORSBERG 

MIDN. 1/C 

DREW KELLOGG 

M DN. 3/C 

• Hometown: Olympia, WA 

• Major: Political Science 

ANDY HUNT 

M!DN. 1/C 

• Hometown: Sarasota, FL 

•Major: Systems Engineering 

KY 

croquet 2 years ago 
back dents upon which to 

and circumstance." 

the 

are alternates. 

"It is a great ex1Jer1er:1ce. 

said. "The two schools 

action. This goes a 1r.n.rr-."""~' 

up stereotypes." 

said 

This is 

for us. But if 

stand each other a little then 

we've both won." J,. 

22, 997 
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Rules continued from page 11 

the other team by taking them off 

their sets, using stop shots to shoot them 

away from their wickets and taking advan-

tage of them with shots. 

You will not see an imitation of the scene 

in Heathers where one Heather puts her foot 

on another Heather's ball to viciously shoot 

her ball out of bounds. This is called toe

ing, or footing the ball, and is not consid

ered acceptable in the Annapolis Cup games. 

The most cruelty you will see in this 

most civilized of croquet matches will be in 

blocking, or in staking out the rover. The 

first of these is a simple defensive move. If 
a player's opponent is dead on her ball, and 

the opponent is set up for his wicket, she 

may shoot her ball into a place directly be

tween his ball and the wicket. This will 
obstruct his shot unless he is able to execute 

a jump shot over her ball. 

Staking out the rover is the most detri

mental type of play, and occurs in the end 

game. When a ball has completed all the 

wickets, and has not yet hit the final stake, 

it is called a :rover. An opponent has the 

opportunity to hit that ball into the stake 

on a The staked-out ball must 

sit out for two turns, and hit the stake at 

the other end of the field before coming 

back into A rover still in play may go 
.-1u·"'"'""h wickets in any direction to gain 

continuation as long as it is dead on two balls 

(or two-ball dead). After going through a 

wicket, the rover remains temporarily dead 

on the ball it last hit before going through 

the wicket until it hits another ball. 

Have a fine time sunning yourself, eat

ing and drinking. Wander off to chat with 

friends and strangers. If you find yourself 

with further questi.ons on more complicated 

strategy or minor rules, ask someone who 

often plays croquet to expound on the 

game's intricacies. If all else fails, 

Berney. He knows everything. 

+ r 
Fig. If light gray is dead on dark gra 
then the wicket is effectively blocked. 
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Flood forces evacuation 50, 
D ESIDENTS of Grand Forks, North Da

_f\Jrnta lost their battle with the Red 

River, as its waters began to break through 

emergency sand bag dikes and wreak de

struction in nearby neighborhoods on Sat

urday. 

Officials say the ten-

and-a-half square mile city was underwater 

as most of the 50,000 residents of the 

evacuated. Police and the state National 

Guard went door-to-door in flooded neigh

borhoods to arrest the remain

ing residents because of their refusal to obey 

the evacuation order. 

Grand Forks Air Base, ten miles west of 

town, was set to to 5 ,000 

evacuees. 

rican American History attracted 30,000 

visitors who came to see a variety of arti-

facts from Dr. Martin Luther King, 

's door to a ballot 

box marked for "colored people." 

The museum's main "Of the 

People: The African American Experience" 

is an attempt to tell the story of African

American slavery and struggle, beginning 

with a walk-through replica of a slave ship 

and ending with a montage of photos and 

text panels. The display described African

American community address

ing modern-day issues with panals entitled 
··Exo1ressin1~ Our and 

18 the 

Saturday afternoon, local firefighters 

could not reach submerged fire hydrants 

with their hoses to extinguish a downtown 

fire which continued to burn Sunday morn

ing until U.S. Air Force personnel and air

craft arrived with water pu.m1pir.tl! 

ment specially designed to assist with the 
blaze. 

Across the river in East Grand Forks, resi

dents were also evacuated Saturday as an 

eight-foot dike burst, leaving 3,000 residents 

unable to cross into the rest of the The 

Red River was at 53 feet as of noon Satur

day and was expected to rise another foot 

over the course of the next few days. Flood 

stage at on the river is considered 

to be 28 feet. ~ 

p 
the Diaspora on the Internet." 

The 

classrooms and a research 

th1:ouL12:h the sale of 

Vice President Al Gore visited the mu

seum last week. He said that it had "a heal

ing power that's quite dramatic." 

Museum designer Ralph Applebaum, 

whose firm also planned the Holocause 

Memorial Museum as well as the Newseum 

in Arlington, Virginia which also opened last 
week, says that new museums like these are 

less for the collections that they 

house than for a "trigger for moral 

discourse" and a "service to the commu-

22, 997 
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"For an ordinary day's work, I would suggest getting up at seven and 

without to breath. This clears the cobwebs out of the 

other hard or fast work; but plenty of is 1 have been told that 

to keep one fit ... " 

In men's team handball action, the 

Guardians defeated the Greenwaves, 9-6. 

Mr. Speakmon is picking up the game for 

the Guardians, and scored a couple 

But the guy who played truly awesome in 

goal is the tough surfer boy Mr. Manheim, 

who endured quite a bit of punishment 

tons of saves. For his true cool 

under pressure, Mr. Manheim is named 

Athlete of the Week. 

In the vs. Hustlers game, both 

teams traded goals and the lead seesawed 

back and forth. It was just a question of who 

would get the last shot in with time run

ning out. This turned out to be veteran 

handballer Mr. Carter, who, with 25 seconds 

left, threaded through the red defense and 

made a pretty shot on goal for the win. Mr. 

Harris a fine game for the Hustlers. 

In class soccer action, the Sophomores 

picked up a after two over

time shoot out defeats. The Sophs defeated 

---- ·-·--·~-- 2-1, with some determined 
by Messrs. Austin, Hendrix, Bakallbashi, and 

Kashiwa. But the prettiest bit of soccer 

during the game was a Schoener thr·oui;rh

ball to Bravo, and a Bravo shot for a goal. 

In the second match-up, the Seniors up

set the undefeated Frosh, 1-0. I 

believe it was Mr. Smoll who scored for the 

Seniors. Messrs. Bojaxhi, Whissler 

and some pretty hellacious 

dee on Mr. Arnold and pretty much nulli

fied the Frosh offense. 

The was host to yet another 

fencing tournament this as 

Messrs. Holbrook and Richardson strive to 

prove to the world and the St. com-

that 

There were two events, 11Rn11111i::: 

noon, with a total of 29 parti<:iv:rnt:s. 

Richardson himself out of a 

with a first place win over the members of 

dubs 1n<:lu1din12 

afternoon's event are torthc:on1.in2 

Holbrook to finish well. 

And in the other 11.ll.CH ... VHCJ:::llc!LC 

foiled by the forces of nature. 
as 45, 

the 

crew coach 

be '"Xl"'.!TI"1r>•~r 

saved the boat and the crew of Messrs. 

other eager warriors the chance to send 

what is to come in class soc
we'll 

take on the Seniors. The losers of this 

the 

intramural athlete. Her name is 

Rana and for her vear··lonl! 

she is named Athlete of the Week. 

ABIGAIL GIBBS 
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Andrew 

This past ::>aturc1ay eve:nmL2" 

The event was hosted 

(known by most of us as 

ball was a benefit for the 

room. 

room". 

town. 

Athletic Director 

his 

was party 

very much and that he 

was forward 

not 

one he had shared 

with Maura Tennor, 

and but also 1oc)K1ng 

forward to many more 

beers. 
Waters, 

who works in the SJC 

bookstore, said that 

she had come to 

"shake her booty" and 

because she uses the 

room and is in 
love with the Stair 

20 

.asso\v!•k:v. Tutor 

In his excellent Friday-night lecture, Dr. 

reten:ed to a surface being stretched 

onto itself, exhibiting chaos. This 

sort of chaos can be seen in the distribution 

of butter that occurs in the preparation of 

croissants or puff pastry. Let me explain this 

mathematical phenomenon to you, but first 

let me explain how to make puff pastry (this 

is the pastry used to make turnovers, the 

sort that flakes so nicely because of all of 

the layers of butter that have been created 

in the preparation of the dough.) The puff 

pastry method that I will describe is based 

the method described in Jacques 

cookbook The Art of Cooking. Some minor 

modifications are made for the ::;ake of sim-

but none are contrived for the sake 

of chaos. 
We start with a dough (called the 

detrenive) rolled out into a 12" square. Cover 

the square with pats of butter. 

Now fold the dough with the butter in half 

then again in half vertically. 

Rotate this smaller square of dough 90 de

grees then roll it back out to a 

12" square. (This is a really neat coincidence: 

the rotation is important both mathemati-

cally and Without the rotation, 

we not see chaos, because, ap·nf"1,a-

ing on the manner of rolling out the dough, 

one of the corners of the original square of 

dough remain in the same area 

throughout the whole process. From a 
baker's if the were not 

rotated, then all of the rolling would occur 

along the same axis, leading to a tough 
pastry.) 

Now we repeat this process of folding, 

rotating, and rolling. After six repetitions, 

you have created a dough 2048 

layers of butter. This system remains a de

terministic one as long as the process is re

peated identically each time, satisfying one 

of the requirements needed to qualify for 

chaos. 

The chaotic behavior is exhibited by the 

sequence of positions in the 12" square that 

the points of butter (each one having no 

part) land on after each round of folding, 

rolling and turning. (Note that two points 

of butter may land on the same position of 

the square. That's fine.) Two points of but

ter dose to each other may or not may re

main dose to each other as the dough is 

made. We have to follow each sepa-

rately to see if they stay near each and 

if so, fo:r how long. No can 

be made from one pair of points to other 

Amidst this chaotic some sur-

prising things happen. For example, I can 
absolutely promise you that throughout this 

process there is at least one point of butter 

that, after each round, lands back exactly 

where it started. Really. (This is known as 

the Brouwer Fixed-Point Theorem, another 

piece of beautiful mathematics.) As a result, 

no matter how often you fold, rotate and 

when you are this is in the 

same first laid the 

butter out on the original square of dough. 

I do not know what the attractor of this 

iteration looks like. It seems that one way 

to find it would be to plan on apple stru

and flavor the dough with cinnamon. 

If a teaspoon of cinnamon is sifted over one 

spot of the then as we this pro-

cess, we will see an attractor 

noticing a pattern emerge in the cinnamon. 
l'Mt-nrt·nT1o'lt-•0 h 7 the attractor may not be-

come apparent within five iterations, and if 

for 
us to be able to continue to roll it out. 

would be inclined to abort the ex1pe1irr1er1t 

and the so I am not sure how 

likely it is that this would be 

carried out to some sort of workable con

clusion. 

(I have to mention another consequence 
of the nxea--no11n1 thc~on~m, 

Toss a map of the United States onto 

map of the United States so that the smaller 

map lies within the boundaries of 

the larger map. The smaller map may land 
f"ithe1r u1ns1~d.e-down or up, 

as it is flat when it lands. 
Then there will be one on the 

smaller map that will land on top of its cor

map. This 

depe1adc=nt on mathematical 

one of the maps may be 

ex<:tmJJle, a 

even 

However, the cannot consist of 

a that is, you trade 

two cities to make the map inaccurate. In 

that case the theorem will not 

may or may not get a fixed 
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courts. 

22 

The Lot and Room drawings to determine 

next 

take next two weeks. Draw 

a lot in the Assistant Dean's Office during 

the week of 21 to 25 from 8:30 am to 

pm or 1 pm to 4:30 pm. If you have not 

drawn a lot 3:30 pm on Friday, 25, 

a lot will be drawn for you. 

Room will be 

Mellon Room 103. 

Men: 

Women: 

29 and 30 in 

usJJag1un1ors--:!1.pru 29, 5:30 pm 

SotJhomores--.A,pnl 30, 5:15 pm 

Please be prunctual. If you are not present 

when your lot number is 

be chosen for you. 

a room will 

I 
e SC I 

the 

You are invited to attend 

Architecture .u'-vv.uu. 

Gallery talk and slide pn~sent<Jtticm 

Susan Saurwein on W1::c1J:1e~>d<tY 

7:00 pm in the Conversation Room. Ms. 

Saurwein's the role of the 

senses in is based 

on her master's thesis in architecture. Con

Schaller at the Mitchell Art 

x256, with any ques-

tions. 

26, 

n<>·ri-u·1n,~t,,. in Christmas in 

blitz to renovate and the homes of 

ques1t10ns, or wish to 

up for the event, contact the Place

ment Office at x200 or Heather Deutsch 

at 216-9379. 

The acc~mrea a Macintosh color 

scanner, courtesy of the U<~leg:alte Council. 

It has a of 4800 We 

would like to use the scanner, 

contact Nelson Hernandez at x288. 

The 

comments, but we know there are 

evil-handed tutors out there. We want to 

see their work. Submit cut-outs or 

quality xeroxes with your mt:erpn~tat10ns. 

$20 to the best Refer ques

tions to the 
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Dave Bohannon, Karl Boyno, 
Schneider, Ben Speakmon 

Founded in 1980, the Gadfly is the student weekly distributed free to students, 
faculty and staff of the Annapolis campus as well as tutors emeriti, members of 
the Board of Visitors and Governors and the offices at the St. john's Santa Fe 
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The Gadfly reserves the right to accept, reject and edit all submissions in any way 
necessary to publish the most professional, informative and thought-provoking 
newspaper which circumstances at St. John's permit. 

Tax-deductible contributions are greatly appreciated. Please make checks pay
able to the Gadfly. 

For display advertisement prices and information, call (410) 263-2371, ext. 320. 

Deadline: Friday at 5:30 pm unless permission for a delay is granted in advance. 
Submissions will be accepted in any Macintosh or RTF format on a 3 1I2" floppy 
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kitchen-wench romances, and the worst 

toilet in Scotland. The of 

heroin. Their ,..,,.,,.,..,,,,,..i-.• -u,, gi1~ltrier1ds 

whom engage in the .......... -u1n11<>h7 

tioned "kitchen-wench romances," as H.L. 

Mencken would put round out the 

the screen with such energy that the 

demands to be seen more than once. 

of characters with whom he congregates 

make his recovery a there's 

and cheese. The tentative date is 

6, and would be limited to students on 

the Food Committee mc:~eu.ng 

was a success. Mr. Gallagher seems to hon-

With an insistent soundtrack te~Lturine: 

and Brian Eno, and fre-

our meals. However, more students are 

needed to the Food Committee work 

on solutions to any current feasting unrest~ 
instead of and negati~ 
comments at Marriott. The future for ol.l? 

experience is within our control. 


